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Located on the Cairns
Esplanade, Crystalbrook Riley
offers the perfect destination
for an exceptional wedding
beyond compare.
Whether your dream wedding
calls for ultimate sophistication
on a grander than grand
scale or an intimate affair with
fine food, fine wine and fine
touches, it is our bespoke and
signature style that will help
bring your dream to reality.

311 rooms, a picturesque
1,000sqm pool and three
unique options to help you
celebrate your magical affair.
Crystalbrook Riley’s
sophisticated approach to
life and weddings gives you
the opportunity to tailor your
ceremony, reception and
accommodation for two to
450 guests.

Live in the moment, and
experience our unique
offering for your wedding
day, elopement, commitment
ceremony or renewal of vows.
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Unique ceremonies
The moment you say I do. A memory that will last forever.
Crystalbrook Riley has a beautiful selection of locations for the
perfect ceremony; from our island pool deck looking out to the
Coral Sea or head for the lofty heights of Rocco for the ultimate
wedding in the sky.
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Exceptional
receptions
Private banquet
A good wedding reception
should feel like a great party,
and that’s one thing we do
well at Crystalbrook Riley.
Our private banquet spaces
provide the perfect venue
featuring terrace bars and
lounges, a dance floor and
options for up to 450 people
in a cocktail format or 250
banquet style.
Our transformable zones allow
you to choose your wedding
vibe from modern and chic to
bright, fun and tropical.
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Exceptional
receptions
Paper Crane by Crystalbrook
Elegant and captivating,
Paper Crane provides an
exquisite venue with views
out to the Coral Sea. Select
from an outdoor soirée
on the deck or a bespoke
and intimate sit-down lunch
or dinner in our private
dining room.

This venue can be
transformed in a variety
of ways to accommodate
exclusive use with 250 sit
down inside or 350 people
for cocktail and other semi
private styles.

Paper Crane’s modern Asian
fusion cuisine provides a
fantastic base for a unique
and tantalising menu.
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Exceptional
receptions
Rocco by Crystalbrook
270-degree views of the Coral
Sea and the mountain ranges
surrounding Cairns provide
the perfect backdrop for your
intimate reception.

Serving Mediterranean
inspired grazing trays,
canapés and plated options
with a focus on our signature
Crystalbrook beef, local
seafood, and fresh regional
produce.
Matched with Rocco’s
exquisite Champagne and
wine menu, your reception will
be sure to charm and delight.
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Eléme
Day Spa
Eléme Day Spa is the place for
an unforgettable hen’s party,
some pre or post wedding
time out or even some last
minute bride-to-be pampering.

To chat about your options:
07 4252 7700
elemespa@crystalbrookcollection.com
crystalbrookcollection.com/eleme-spa

With a menu designed just
for your occasion, you’ll be
sure to look your best for
your nearest and dearest.
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Contact us
131-141 The Esplanade, Cairns, 		
Queensland 4870
07 4252 7777
riley.events@crystalbrookcollection.com
crystalbrookcollection.com/riley/weddings

